
SPHERIFICATION
 
The term spherification means a gathering of different culinary techniques enabling you to transform liquid 
to semi-liquid preparations (juice, consommé, cream, purée …) into pieces of spherical form and various 
diameter (caviar, bubbles, gnocchis, eggs …) partially to completely jellified.
« Conventional » spherification consists in controlled jellification sodium alginate (ALGINAT ; see corresponding 
recipes examples ) based preparations in presence of calcium. This unique technique enables the production 
of spheres with a flowing heart covered with a thin hermetic layer which eases their handling. 
Other techniques are also commonly considered as spherification as the cold jellification of agar agar (AGAR 
; see corresponding recipes examples) based preparation or the one based on the coating of frozen pieces 
by dipping into a neutral glaze made of kappa carraghenans (KAPPA ; see corresponding recipes examples).

SPHERIFICATION 
TECHNIQUES

Alginat & Calcium LA

Alginat & Calcium CL
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060629 
Alginat - 1 Kg

060643  
Agar - 700 g

060622  
Guar - 1 Kg

065360  
Caroube - 800 g

060638 
Calcium CL - 1 Kg

060639 
Calcium LA - 1 Kg

060640 
Sodium CI - 1 Kg

PH >4

PH >4

Cold processing
Relative freezing 
stability

Aqueous

Relative cooking 
stability

pH factor recommended

Thermoreversibility
Possibility to cook the 
jellyfied preparation to 
make it liquid again and 
use several

Hot processing
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SPHERIFICATION WITH ALGINAT
 
“Classical“ spherification can be done with ALGINAT by two ways depending on the desired result. The so called “direct“ 
spherification is more suitable for fresh preparation and use from medium viscosity liquids. “Reverse“spherification 
is rather dedicated to the production of pieces of higher diameter from a lower viscosity liquid. To ensure an optimal 
jellification of ALGINAT, it is essential that the preparation shows a pH over 4. pH can be adjusted easily with SODIUM 
CI (see the dedicated sheet Optimizing acidity). You can adjust easily the viscosity of the liquid to be jellified with 
GUAR, CAROUBE or XANTHAN depending on your constraints.

SPHERIFICATION WITH AGAR
 
This specific spherification technique enables the production 
of small spheres of the “caviar“ type but being completely 
jellified. This can be done from most of the jellifying  preparations 
based on AGAR. It should be done with the liquid being hot 
(liquid state) by dripping into a cold oil (less than 5°C) - see 
photo opposite.

DIRECT SPHERIFICATION
 
In this variant, ALGINAT is incorporated directly into the cold 
preparation to be spherified. Spheres’ formation is occuring when 
this preparation enter in contact with calcium contained in the 
CALCIUM CL bath. The thickness of the jellified layer increases with 
the time it stays in the bath before being rinsed with water.
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REVERSE SPHERIFICATION
 
In this variant, ALGINAT is contained in the bath and that’s CALCIUM 
LA which is incorporated into the preparation to be spherified. This 
technique is most commonly done with frozen pieces in order to 
ease the realisation and manipulation. The thickness of the jellified 
layer increases with the time it stays in the bath of ALGINAT before 
being rinsed with water.
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